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Santiago
DNA

Our story
In 2008, four senior executives from a leading German top management consultancy got together and decided to rethink consulting. Our mission was to build up
a consulting firm for strategy, organizational development and digitalization that is
a renowned and trusted partner for clients all over the world. We want to inspire
and enable each of our customers through real collaboration, full transparency and
holistic solutions.

More than 10 years later, we can look back at a long and successful track record
in many corporations and large SMEs across all industries. We are proud of being

This on the one hand requires crafting and implementing tailor-made strategies to

established long-term partners of global market leaders in the fields of chemical, life

draft the growth path of our client organizations. On the other hand, it means col-

science and high-tech, and we are committed to support our customers from strate-

laboratively guiding diverse client teams to create sustainable solutions and a real

gy development right through successful implementation.

impact on the business.

Santiago DNA
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Santiago DNA

Five factors characterize the Santiago
approach towards consulting:

Integrated methodology

Conceptional expertise

Agility & digital transformation

We address topics from a com-

We inspire our customers with

We work in an agile way and use

prehensive perspective. That

our ability to combine outstan-

the appropriate methods and

means we integrate strategy and

ding, tailor-made ideas and con-

tools. We take the challenges of

business model development,

cepts with pragmatic feasibility. In

digitalization into account in our

process and organizational de-

this way, we ensure that tangible

projects and, at the same time,

sign, people and leadership and

successes develop out of good

realize the opportunities of digital

transformation and implemen-

ideas.

transformation.

tation into a holistic consulting
approach.

Discover what we do
We are trusted advisors to top management in global corporations and large SMEs
and help them further develop their market position and fully realize their growth
potential. To do this, we operate all over the world and support our clients with inter-

Pragmatic entrepreneurship

Sustainable implementation

We are entrepreneurs. We live

We partner with our clients to put

the culture of a young and dyna-

recommendations into practice

mic enterprise with high entre-

and to deliver sustainable results.

preneurial freedom and strive
to seize opportunities, across all
levels and hierarchies.

national teams on site or in a remote setup.

Santiago DNA
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Santiago DNA

Discover how we work
We started our business without an office location within Germany. Thus, we have
leveraged the benefits of remote working since day one. As the Covid-19 pandemic
pushed teams into a remote setup we were ready to adapt and were able to leverage our experience of steering projects fully remote. With the majority of our projects
being remote it is important for us to schedule regular in person touchpoints. We do
so on a monthly basis throughout the year which includes, among others, our “All
Santiago” event as well as our “Advisors Days” where the whole company is coming
together to welcome new joiners and discuss the way forward.

Santiago DNA

Santiago DNA
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Explore new ways

The Santiago
Experience

When Santiago was founded, we wanted to break new ground and looked for ways
to shape our company. We decided to build a dynamic and agile environment with
low hierarchies in which the best idea wins and where diverse and unique personalities are united in one team. The high commitment to our clients and projects, the curiosity to learn from each other professionally and personally as well as our creativity
and energy are the reasons why so many customers consistently put their trust in us.

Be different
Design your life

In order to perform and deliver the highest quality every day, we firmly believe that
a corporate culture in which openness, flexibility and mutual respect are lived is of

At Santiago we know that our employees have different needs regarding the

crucial importance. We work in strong teams with close alignment, where good ideas

compatibility of career and private life. Some of us start families, others pursue

come first, no matter from whom they are. Our experienced professionals actively

personal passions or want to experience different cultures and countries, while

support younger team members to find the right path for them. We respect each

we all do the work we love. We offer you different work options to support you in

other and appreciate new insights and perspectives.

balancing life and work. As an example, we are accommodating sabbaticals up to
6 months, offer our employees the opportunity to reduce their working hours to
80 or 60 percent or to work from anywhere in Europe – just to name a few.

The Santiago Experience
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The Santiago Experience

Maximize
your impact
The work you do every day will lead to a lasting impact on our customers – right at
the beginning of your work at Santiago. Our onboarding program gives you an initial
overview of our working methods and tools and enables you to work in an established team right from the start. Every team is accompanied by a Santiago Partner
or Principal, so you learn from experienced professionals in your day-to-day work,

Grow beyond your limits

explore new approaches and discover key insights.
Santiago is currently on a stable growth path. As our company grows, so do your
You can expect exciting projects within the field of life sciences and high tech in

opportunities. We are tackling complex tasks and always seek novel and tailor-made

which you can make a difference.

approaches. This allows you to immerse yourself into new challenges, broadening
your knowledge and deepening your expertise. You are supported, challenged and
inspired in your own growth path by your teammates and your personal Santiago
coach. This will set the foundation for your future success as a leader at Santiago.
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The Santiago Experience
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Santiago Careers

Who we are looking for
It is the excellent and diverse team that determines success in the strategy and organizational consulting business.
This is why we at Santiago are constantly looking for exceptional talents to accompany us on our growth path. Santiago projects are typically board level projects in large
corporations or large SMEs. We are looking for team members who bring these qualities with them, who are able to leave established methods behind and are willing to
set off into new territory – in short: people who want to make a difference and have
the ability to take others with them along this path.
Santiago Careers
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Personality
Your personality matters. We are looking for passionate and open-minded candidates
who can convince. This requires integrity, empathy and communication skills as well as
an equal level of analytical and structuring expertise.

Qualification
Irrespective of your academic background (e.g. engineering, chemistry, physics, business,
law…) and regardless of your experience level (e.g. student, graduate or experienced professional) there is a place for you at Santiago. A double qualification, such as a second
academic degree, an MBA or a doctorate is an advantage, but not a requirement.

Entrepreneurship
Santiago projects focus on strategic and organizational issues. The development and
implementation of ideas and concepts require an ability to see through the complexity of
the status quo and a willingness to break new ground. We are looking for individuals who
think analytically and act entrepreneurially.
If you are talented, entrepreneurial and you have an excellent academic
background, we have the right position to ideally support your growth.
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Santiago Careers

Having studied mechanical engineering, consulting to me
was the chance to take a new perspective on the business
world. As a consultant, I get to know different companies,
I meet their people and become a temporary part of their
culture. Last but not least, I appreciate working with such
a dedicated team at Santiago.
Cosima Tropp, Senior Consultant, Santiago Advisor since 2017
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What you can expect from us
Santiago is a top management consultancy that offers you all the opportunities you
need to further grow personally and professionally. Whether it is global assignments,
innovative project topics or a variety of industries – the possibilities are countless.
What sets us apart is the fact that you quickly take over responsibility from your very
first day – in a team oriented, cross-cultural and entrepreneurial team structure. But
it’s not just the soft aspects of the job, it’s also the hard facts that we designed in
order to attract and retain top talents.

Flexibility & attractive package

Tailormade trainings & coaching

We care beyond consulting

Events

We offer you a wide range of benefits in addition to

In addition to on-the-job experiences in each of your

We are not only committed in our daily work with

Among many other regional and local events, twice

an attractive salary. These include individual mobility

projects, we support your further development with

our clients, but we also feel responsible towards the

a year the whole company is invited on an all-inclu-

schemes and health programs that differentiate us

an individual learning and development program

further development of society. For this reason, we

sive trip to a summer or winter destination which is

from the rest of our industry. Furthermore, we have

tailored to your specific training needs. Our extensive

support social initiatives either financially or through

changing every year. This not only strengthens our

modern working time models that give you plenty of

Academy Program of training courses and seminars

projects that we carry out pro bono. Furthermore, we

team spirit but is also an opportunity to take a step

flexibility in how you structure your working time.

will enable you to develop problem solving, analyti-

strive for sustainability and aim to achieve CO2 neu-

back, reflect on what we have achieved and where

We also support any academic further development,

cal and communication as well as professional skills

trality for Santiago by 2028. We will reach this goal

we want to go.

such as MBAs, doctorates etc., through individual

around innovative solutions.

by reducing CO2 emissions and investing in CO2

solutions.

Santiago Careers

compensation programs.
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Santiago Careers

Being part of Santiago‘s growth is extremely exciting.
At the same time, we help our clients to reorganize
themselves and to proactively adapt to the changes of
the future. Both aspects offer me great opportunities for
further development.
Jan Isenberg, Consultant, Santiago Advisor since 2021

Santiago Careers
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Projects		

Santiago
in a Nutshell

Our projects are exciting top managment
projects with board awareness
Compensation

We offer you an above market level
compensation package and support your
work-life balance with a
customized program
Training		

Our outstanding academy program with
state-of-the-art training modules helps
you continuously expand your potential
Way forward

Team		

Our lean, flexible and growing structure

We are entrepreneurial, agile and diverse

offers you all the prerequisites
for a successful career at Santiago

Culture		

We have a start-up mentality with high
appreciation for your personal contributions
Clients		

Santiago is a top-ranked, expanding

Our clients are global conglomerates and

consulting boutique offering you all the

leading mid-sized companies in chemical,

advantages of big consulting companies

life science and high-tech industries

while avoiding their disadvantages.

Santiago in a Nutshell
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Santiago in a Nutshell

Nina Daum

Human Resources Officer

Mobile: +49 151 20 33 5307
Phone: +49 2156 49 66 910
E-Mail: nina.daum@santiago-advisors.com

apply now
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